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READINGS
* Will be discussed in detail
**Background reading

MIND

Class 1 INTRODUCTION : Why study neuroscience?


Class 2 ANOSOGNOSIA: The “specimen” disorder of neuropsychoanalysis
(9/20) Video: Patient Interview by Mark Solms

Class 3,4 FREUD’S BRAIN: Under Construction (Power Point presentation)
(9/27, 10/11) Reading: Freud, S. (1900) The Interpretation of Dreams. Chapter 7 (Regression) **


Class 5 DREAMING : Solms – Hobson Debate (2006) Towards a Science of
Consciousness Conference (DVD)


Class 6  DEFAULT BRAIN NETWORK:  
(10/25)

Class 7  PRIMARY PROCESS  
(11/1)  


Class 8  CONSCIOUSNESS  
(11/8)  

Class 9  ATTACHMENT  
(11/15)  

Class 10  DRIVES: What’s Love Got To Do With It?